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We proudly present Tired and Furious – a brand new thrash/metal album from the legendary RAW POWER that will crush your skull like a ton of bricks. It’s 16 songs of fast, intense kick-you-in-the-face thrash from a band that’s been going strong and pushing the limits of hardcore and thrash since the early ‘80s!

Tired and Furious will wreack complete havoc with your eardrums and crush everything in its path. Recorded and produced by Adam Tucker of Signature Sound studios and with cover art by the legendary Joe Petagno. With blaring guitars, devastating drums, heavy bass and raw, loud angry vocals Tired and Furious is the perfect combination of fast intense thrash/metal.

Total anger and disdain for the harshness of this world and the people who make it so corrupt fuel the fire of RAW POWER. The results of this anger and the immense talent that RAW POWER brings to the table is this brand new album – Tired and Furious!

As a special bonus this phenomenal full-length is available not only on CD, but a limited edition of 1000 LPs on transparent green vinyl for RSD 2014!

MARKETING POINTS:
• RAW POWER’s first new full length since 2010
• RAW POWER has been going strong since the early 80’s and has many fans worldwide
• Original cover art by legendary Joe Petagno famous for his work with MOTORHEAD, PINK FLOYD, LED ZEPPELIN and more
• Professionally recorded, mixed and mastered by Adam Tucker at Signaturetone
• Large scale advertising campaign and publicity for this release
• Professionally designed and printed posters available for promotion

Also Available from ILD:
RAW POWER
The Reagan Years, 2XCD/DVD
BCR135-2/9

RAW POWER
Still Screaming After 20 Years, LP/CD
SW072-1/2
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